Ancient Mysteries Peter James
Eventually, you will categorically discover a additional experience and endowment by spending more cash. still when?
reach you take on that you require to get those all needs taking into consideration having significantly cash? Why dont
you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to understand even more nearly
the globe, experience, some places, taking into account history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your agreed own get older to doing reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is Ancient Mysteries Peter
James below.

Ancient Aliens Philip Coppens 2014-12-15 Ancient civilizations generated many innovations that are difficult to explain,
such as the remarkable mathematical accuracy of the pyramids of Giza, the man-made fertile soil of the Amazon known
as terra preta, and massive stone monuments too heavy to move in Peru and Lebanon, among other places. Given that
modern science cannot explain these mysterious phenomena, one theory holds that ancient aliens were responsible for
them. This volume examines the credibility of various paranormal hypotheses, giving readers the opportunity to explore
the greatest puzzles of antiquity.
Cellini's Perseus and Medusa and the Loggia dei Lanzi Christine Corretti 2015-05-19 Cellini’s Perseus and Medusa and
the Loggia dei Lanzi: Configurations of the Body of State explores the role that maternal influence played in the formation
of Cosimo I de’ Medici’s absolutist state.
Ancient Mysteries Peter J. James 1999 Presents the latest scientific information on many age-old mysteries including
Atlantis, the star of Bethlehem, Stonehenge, the Sphinx, the first Americans, Amazons, Dracula, King Arthur's grave, the
curse of Tutankhamun and more.
How to Write a Mystery Mystery Writers of America 2021-04-27 Invited by bestselling authors Lee Child and Laurie R.
King, seventy of the most successful mystery writers in the business contribute essays and tips on the craft of writing,
How to Write a Mystery is an invaluable guide and a must-have for every level of mystery writers Topics Include: Before
Writing (rules, genres, setting, character, research, etc.), While Writing (outlining, the plot, dialogue, mood, etc.), Other
than Novels (short stories, true crime, etc.), Other Considerations (divers character, copyright, criticism, online platforms,
etc.) Book jacket.
The Burying Ground David Mark 2020-08-06 'Mark is a wonderfully descriptive writer' Peter James Cumbria, 1967.
Grieving the loss of her son, Cordelia Hemlock is in the village graveyard when lightning strikes a tomb, giving her a
glimpse of a fresh corpse that doesn’t belong among the crumbling bones. But when the body vanishes, the authorities
refuse to believe her, a relative newcomer to rural and ancient Upper Denton. Cordelia persuades Felicity, her new friend
from the village and the only other person to have seen the corpse, to join her unofficial investigation. But the other
villagers don’t take kindly to their interference. There are those who believe the village’s secrets should remain buried . . .
whatever the cost.
Gallows View Peter Robinson 2002 In the first Inspector Banks novel a peeping tom is frightening the women of Eastvale
whilst two young thugs are breaking into homes. On top of all that an old woman may or may not have been murdered.
Ancient Inventions Peter J. James 1995 A guide to ancient accomplishments and inventions unearths the origins of
modern creations, including computers in ancient Greece, plastic surgery in India in the first century B.C., and a postal
service in medieval Baghdad
Not Dead Enough Peter James 2008-09-04 *The brand new Roy Grace novel from Peter James - Picture You Dead - is
available to pre-order now* Detective Superintendent Roy Grace thinks he’s found a serial killer, but not everything is as it
seems in Not Dead Enough, by award-winning crime author Peter James. Now a major ITV series, Grace, adapted for
television by screenwriter Russell Lewis and starring John Simm. A beautiful socialite is dead. Roy Grace’s leading
suspect, her husband, was sixty miles away when she died, but all other evidence points to him. Has someone stolen his
identity or is he simply a very clever liar? Grace’s investigation, and his budding new relationship, are derailed after a
reported sighting of his wife, Sandy, who has been missing for nine years. Grace desperately tries to cast light on the truth
in both cases as his emotional turmoil – and the body count – grows . . . Although the Roy Grace novels can be read in
any order, Not Dead Enough is the third thrilling title in the bestselling series. Enjoy more of the Brighton detective’s
investigations in Dead Man’s Footsteps and Dead Tomorrow. Now a major ITV series, Grace, starring John Simm.
The Secrets of Pain Phil Rickman 2011-09-01 THE 11th INSTALMENT IN THE MERRILY WATKINS SERIES The elite
warriors of the Hereford-based SAS know all about pain and the enduring of it. Syd Spicer, ex-SAS trooper, has found
himself back the Regiment - this time as its chaplain, responsible for the spiritual welfare of the hardest men in or out of
uniform. Faced with a case which would normally be passed discreetly to Hereford diocesan exorcist Merrily Watkins,
Spicer is forced, for security reasons, to try and handle it himself... and is coming close to a breakdown. Meanwhile, the
scattered communities along the Welsh border have their own crisis. With recession biting deep, urban crime has spilled
into the countryside and old barbaric evils are revived. When a wealthy landowner is hacked to death in his own farmyard,
the senior investigating officer, DI Frannie Bliss is caught in the backlash, his private life in danger of exposure. With the
framework of her own world beginning to crack, Merrily Watkins is persuaded to venture into areas where neither a priest

nor a woman is welcome... to unearth secrets linked with the border's pagan past. Secrets which she knows can never be
disclosed.
The Seventy Great Mysteries of the Ancient World Brian M. Fagan 2001 Describes various issues in mythology and
prehistoric and ancient history, from the Garden of Eden to the effects of meteor impacts, including tombs, writing
systems, and the fall of civilizations, and suggests explanations.
Atlantis and the Silver City Peter Daughtrey 2021-05-27 After a forensic examination of Plato's writings Peter Daughtrey
says we can find Atlantis. Previous attempts have barely matched six of Plato's clues, whereas he matches an
unprecedented sixty, outlining the full reach of the Atlantis Empire.
Ancient Mysteries Peter James 2001-10-30 For centuries, philosophers, scientists, and charlatans have attempted to
decipher the baffling mysteries of our past, from Stonehenge to the lost continent of Atlantis. Today, however, DNA
testing, radiocarbon dating, and other cutting-edge investigative tools, together with a healthy dose of common sense, are
guiding us closer to the truth. Now historian Peter James and archaeologist Nick Thorpe tackle these age-old
conundrums, presenting the latest information from the scientific community–and the most startling challenges to
traditional explanations of mysteries such as: • The rise and fall of the Maya • A lost cache of Dead Sea Scrolls • The
curse of Tutankhamun • The devastation of Sodom and Gomorrah • The Nazca Lines and the Vinland Map • The
existence of Robin Hood These true mystery stories twist and turn like a good whodunit, as James and Thorpe present
the evidence for and against the expert theories, shedding new light on humankind’s age-old struggle to make sense of
the past. Ancient Mysteries will entertain and enlighten, delight the curious and inform the serious.
Natural Causes James Oswald 2012-11-22 A devastating serial killer. A chilling cold case. Only DI Tony McLean realises
the connection... Edinburgh is horrified by a series of bloody killings. Deaths for which there appears to be neither rhyme
nor reason, and which leave the city's police stumped. DI Tony McLean is focused on the investigation, but his attention is
drawn by a chilling cold case - a young girl ritualistically murdered, her remains hidden for sixty years. It seems impossible
that there could be any connection between the cases, but McLean starts to wonder. Because if it's true, they might be
facing an evil beyond anything they ever imagined... See what reviewers are already saying about James Oswald's
bestselling Inspector McLean series... 'Creepy, gritty and gruesome' Sunday Mirror 'The new Ian Rankin' Daily Record
'Oswald easily outstrips the formulaic work of bigger names' Guardian 'Crime fiction's next big thing' Sunday Telegraph
'Oswald is among the leaders in the new batch of excellent Scottish crime writers' Daily Mail 'Oswald's writing is in a class
above most' Daily Express
Ancient Mysteries Peter James 2001-10-01 Examines some of the great mysteries of the ancient world, drawing on the
latest research to reveal the secrets behind the Nazca lines, the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, and the curse of
Tutankhamun.
Mysteries and Secrets of the Templars Lionel and Patricia Fanthorpe 2005-04-09 Unsolved mysteries surround the
remarkable men known as the Templars. Their ancient origins go back much further than their well-known adventures in
the Middle East in the twelfth century. They knew that ancient secrets were waiting to be rediscovered and, perhaps,
reactivated. They could generate labyrinthine codes - and decipher those that others had created in the remote past. But
no real understanding of Templarism is possible without examining what became of their noble order after the treacherous
attack of 1307. King Philip le Bel did not succeed in destroying all Templars - many escaped, including their fleet. Where
did they go? Where are they now? What are their continuing purposes today?
Last Rituals Yrsa Sigurdardottir 2009-10-13 At a university in Reykjavík, the body of a young German student is
discovered, his eyes cut out and strange symbols carved into his chest. Police waste no time in making an arrest, but the
victim's family isn't convinced that the right man is in custody. They ask Thóra Gudmundsdóttir, an attorney and single
mother of two, to investigate. It isn't long before Thóra and her associate, Matthew Reich, uncover the deceased student's
obsession with Iceland's grisly history of torture, execution, and witch hunts. But there are very contemporary horrors
hidden in the long, cold shadow of dark traditions. And for two suddenly endangered investigators, nothing is quite what it
seems . . . and no one can be trusted.
Disinformation Guide to Ancient Aliens, Lost Civilizations, Astonishing Archaeology & Hidden History Preston Peet 201301-01 "If you think the history you were taught in school was accurate, you're in for a big surprise. This group of
researchers blows the lid off everything you thought you knew about the origins of the human race and the culture we live
in"--Cover p. [4].
The Sunken Kingdom Peter James 1996 Reviewing previous theories about the site of Plato's city of Atlantis - some
fantastic, some rational - this work offers a solution to the mystery that has baffled historians and archaeologists for
centuries. That solution lies in the catastrophic destruction of a late-Bronze Age civilization close to the modern Turkish
port of Izmir.
Pillars of the Past Charles Ginenthal 2015-12-09 Pillars of the Past explores, through studies based primarily on scientific
and technological evidence, the chronology of the ancient Near East. This evidence indicates that the historians and
archaeologists have invented over 1500 years of history that simply never existed. The evidence includes astronomical
Sothic dating, radiocarbon dating, pottery dating, tin bronze production, iron metallurgy as it relates to cutting diorite and
other hard rock. In addition, erosion of Egyptian monuments along with agronomy and soil salinization, climatology,
agriculture, as well as archaeological and geological stratigraphy all support the conclusion that at least 1500 years of
ancient history are a mirage. Glass development, domestication of the horse and ass, Hebrew, Greek, and Hittite
linguistics, forensic studies of the teeth of ancient peoples prove that this millennium and a half or more are historical
fiction.
Justice for Athena J. M. Alvey 2020-10-15 Longlisted for the 2021 CWA Sapere Books Historical Dagger Some heroes

search for glory, some for justice It’s festival time in Athens, and Philocles is looking forward to the holiday. Visitors are
coming from across the Hellenic world for eight days of sporting competitions, musical contests and sacred rites to honour
Athena, the city’s patron goddess. Thousands will flock to the Pnyx to be enthralled by the dramatic three-day
performance of Homer’s Iliad, an entertainment unique to the Great Panathenaia. Taking part is the highest honour and
greatest challenge for an epic poet. Then one of the poets is brutally murdered. Is this random misfortune, an old score
being settled, or is someone trying to sabotage the festival? The authorities want this cleared up quickly and quietly.
Philocles finds himself on the trail of a killer once more... Another thrilling ancient murder mystery novel from J.M. Alvey,
perfect for fans of Lindsey Davis, Steven Saylor and CJ Sansom. Praise for J.M. Alvey "This is historical writing at its best
and crime writing worthy of prizes. Riveting" Manda Scott, author of the Boudica series "I loved it; great sense of place,
terrific characters and a cracking plot" Joanne Harris, author of Chocolat "As vivid and lively as a Greek wedding - but with
rather more blood!" Val McDermid, author of the Kate Brannigan Mysteries "It's about time someone did for ancient
Athens what Lindsey Davis' Falco novels do for Ancient Rome. Alvey sets the scene perfectly, with easy brushstrokes and
lightly worn learning. In Philocles we have an aspiring playwright, man of the people and reluctant detective. I look forward
to his next case..." Jack Grimwood, author of Moskva
A Little Book of Latin for Gardeners Peter Parker 2018-11-01 How did the delphinium get its name? Which parts of the
body lend their names to auriculas and orchids? Who are the gentian, lobelia and heuchera named after? Why are
nasturtiums and antirrhinums connected? What does an everlasting pea have to do with Indian miniature paintings?
These are some of the questions answered in Peter Parker's adventurous exploration of the mysteries of Botanical Latin.
Evolved over many centuries and often thought to belong to the rarefied world of scholars and scientists, this invented
language is in fact a very useful tool for everyday gardening. It allows us to find our way around nurseries; it sorts out
confusions when two plants have the same English name; and it gives us all kinds of information about how big or small a
plant will grow, what shape or colour it will develop, and what habitat it prefers. In his lively survey, Parker agues that
Botanical Latin is not merely useful, but fun. The naming of plants draws upon geography, social and medical history,
folklore, mythology, language, literature, the human body, the animal kingdom and all manner of ancient beliefs and
superstitions. The book, beautifully illustrated with old woodcuts, explains how and why plants have been named, includes
handy lists of identifying adjectives, and takes the reader down some of the stranger byways of human endeavour and
eccentricity.
The Cure of Souls Phil Rickman 2011-10-01 THE FOURTH INSTALMENT IN THE MERRILY WATKINS SERIES 'Black
poles against the pale night... like a site laid out for a mass-crucifixion.' In Herefordshire's hop-growing country, where the
river flows as dark as beer, a converted kiln is the scene of a savage murder. When the local vicar refuses to help its new
owners cope with the aftermath, diocesan exorcist Merrily Watkins is sent in by the Bishop. Already involved in the case of
a schoolgirl whose mother thinks she's possessed by evil, the hesitant Merrily is drawn into a deadly tangle of deceit,
corruption and sexual menace as she uncovers the secrets of a village with a past as twisted as the hop-bines which once
enclosed it.
Confessions: The Paris Mysteries James Patterson 2014-10-06 In this New York Times bestseller, brilliant detective
Tandy Angel is meeting her lost love in Paris . . . but when he becomes more distant, she starts to question everything
she knows. Is there anyone she can trust? After investigating multiple homicides and her family's decades-old skeletons in
the closet, Tandy Angel is finally reunited with her lost love in Paris. But as he grows increasingly distant, she is
confronted with disturbing questions about him, as well as what really happened to her long-dead sister. With no way to
tell anymore who in her life she can trust, how will Tandy ever get to the bottom of the countless secrets her parents kept
from her? James Patterson leads this brilliant teenage detective through Paris on a trail of lies years in the making, with
shocking revelations around every corner.
Sphinx James Thornton 2016-10-01 Sphinx: the Ancient Gods are Awakening. Are We Ready? When a team of
westerners discovers a mysterious code hidden deep within the fabric of the Great Pyramid, they unearth a secret that
has been hidden for millennia. As they peel back the layers of an ancient puzzle, their actions trigger a series of
inexplicable events that thrust their exploits under the glare of the media spotlight. With the eyes of this world and others
watching on, powerful forces are awakened, the likes of which no one has witnessed before. Undeterred by the dangers
that lay ahead, the team delves headlong into a quest that could unlock the origins of the human race or potentially trigger
the end of it."
The Lost Scriptures of Giza Jason Breshears 2006-07-26 After exploring every part of the Great pyramid both inside and
out, the author reveals how it connects to history and predicts future events. He advances the idea that major cataclysms
of the past occurred at specifically predicable times, and when the next world-wide catastrophe will come. If his
predictions are accurate, we need to prepare.
Coffin Road Peter May 2016 In the Outer Hebrides of Scotland, a man washes up on a deserted beach with no
knowledge of who he is or how he got there, while homicide detective George Gunn makes the ocean crossing to a
remote lighthouse on a rock in the North Atlantic to investigate a brutal murder.
Unnatural Causes P.D. James 2012-04-17 The third installment in the classic Adam Dalgliesh mystery series, Unnnatural
Causes is another must-read page-turner from bestselling author P.D. James, “the reigning mistress of murder” (Time).
Maurice Seton was a famous mystery writer—but no murder he ever invented was more grisly than his own death. When
his corpse is found in a drifting dinghy with both hands chopped off at the wrists, ripples of horror spread among his
bizarre circle of friends. Now it’s up to brilliant Scotland Yard inspector, Adam Dalgliesh, and his extraordinary aunt to
uncover the shocking truth behind the writer’s death sentence, before the plot takes another murderous turn. Unnatural
Causes inspired Cosmopolitan to fervently hope, “if we’re lucky, there will always be an England and there will always be

a P.D. James.”
Ancient Mysteries Peter James 2007-12-18 What was the Minotaur? Did a Welsh prince discover America? Did Robin
Hood really exist? How does the Star of Bethlehem fit into the science of astronomy? Is the Vinland Map a fake? Can
archaeologists use spirit messages to guide their work? For centuries, philosophers, scientists, and charlatans have
attempted to decipher the baffling mysteries of our past, from the Stonehenge to the lost continent of Atlantis. Today,
however, DNA testing, radiocarbon dating, and other cutting-edge investigative tools, together with a healthy dose of
common sense, are guiding us closer to the truth. Peter James and Nick Thorpe, the professional historian and
archaeologist team who created the acclaimed Ancient Inventions, now tackle these age-old conundrums, presenting the
latest information from the scientific community--and the most startling challenges to traditional explanations of mysteries
such as: - The rise and fall of the Maya - A lost cache of Dead Sea Scrolls - The curse of Tutankhamun - The devastation
of Sodom and Gomorrah - The Nazca Lines These true mystery stories twist and turn like a good whodunit, as James and
Thorpe present the evidence for and against the expert theories, shedding new light on humankind's age-old struggle to
make sense of the past. The authors also make dramatic contributions of their own to the fray, demonstrating persuasively
that cataustrophic events--including the collisions of comets with the Earth long ago--could explain puzzles that have
baffled experts for centuries. Ancient Mysteries will entertain and enlighten, delight the curious and inform the serious.
The Ancient Mysteries and Modern Masonry Charles H. Vail 2005-12-01 In the early ages occult knowledge was taught
openly, as the sciences are taught in our colleges to-day. But in the course of time many allowed their selfishness to rule
and so abused their power that it became necessary to withhold such knowledge from the unworthy. This was the
condition of religious affairs when the Mysteries were necessarily established by the King-Priests of the Divine Dynasties,
in the early days of Atlantis.-from "The Origin of the Mysteries"Though the author cannot, alas, "lift the veil from the
secrets of the Order," 32nd-degree Freemason Charles H. Vail endeavors to lead the curious toward a more complete
understanding of the ancient knowledge of the eternal truth of the universe of which the Masons are the keepers. From
the great antiquity of Masonic symbols and traditions to the formation of the organization with their perpetuation as its
goal, this 1909 book is an intriguing glimpse inside one of the most secretive fraternities in existence. It is required reading
for those fascinated by arcane wisdom and secret societies.
2013 R. Lataine Townsend 2012-01-04 2013: Beginning an Era of Hope and Harmony brings together important
information and perspectives about the end of the Mayan Long-count calendar, and how it relates to the astronomy,
scientific discoveries, and present-day signs of the coming transition from the end of the Mayan Fourth Sun into the new
world era of their Fifth sun. Writers and teachers from many fields are brought together to show how we can help in this
process involving the evolution of consciousness, and how our thoughts and attitudes will greatly affect how this world’s
age ends, and how the new era begins. 2013 predicts with credible proof that this new-world age, the Mayan Fifth Sun,
will begin a Golden era of peace and harmony. To read more about 2013: Beginning an Era of Hope and Harmony see
the website: www.2013bylataine.com
All That Lives James Oswald 2022-02-17 Two victims. Nothing connects them, except that someone buried them in the
exact same way. Seven hundred years apart. An archaeological dig at the old South Leith parish kirkyard has turned up a
mysterious body dating from around seven hundred years ago. Some suspect that this gruesome discovery is a sacrifice,
placed there for a specific purpose. Then a second body is unearthed. This victim went missing only thirty years ago - but
the similarities between her death and the ancient woman's suggest something even more disturbing. Drawn into the
investigation, Inspector McLean finds himself torn between a worrying trend of violent drug-related deaths and uncovering
what truly connects these bodies. When a third body is discovered, and too close for comfort, he begins to suspect dark
purpose at play - and that whoever put them there is far from finished. Praise for James Oswald: 'The new Ian Rankin'
Daily Record 'Creepy, gritty and gruesome' Sunday Mirror 'Crime fiction's next big thing' Sunday Telegraph
Murder in the Manor (A Lacey Doyle Cozy Mystery—Book 1) Fiona Grace 2019-10-15 "Very entertaining. I highly
recommend this book to the permanent library of any reader that appreciates a very well written mystery, with some twists
and an intelligent plot. You will not be disappointed. Excellent way to spend a cold weekend!" --Books and Movie
Reviews, Roberto Mattos (regarding Murder in the Manor) MURDER IN THE MANOR (A LACEY DOYLE COZY
MYSTERY—BOOK 1) is the debut novel in a charming new cozy mystery series by Fiona Grace. Lacey Doyle, 39 years
old and freshly divorced, needs a drastic change. She needs to quit her job, leave her horrendous boss and New York
City, and walk away from the fast life. Making good on her childhood promise to herself, she decides to walk away from it
all, and to relive a beloved childhood vacation in the quaint English seaside town of Wilfordshire. Wilfordshire is exactly as
Lacey remembers it, with its ageless architecture, cobblestone streets, and with nature at its doorstep. Lacey doesn’t want
to go back home—and spontaneously, she decides to stay, and to give her childhood dream a try: she will open her own
antique shop. Lacey finally feels that her life is taking a step in the right direction—until her new star customer turns up
dead. As the newcomer in town, all eyes are on Lacey, and it’s up to her to clear her own name. With a business to run, a
next-door neighbor turned nemesis, a flirty baker across the street, and a crime to solve – is this new life all that Lacey
thought it would be? DEATH AND A DOG (Book #2), CRIME IN A CAFE (Book #3), VEXED ON A VISIT (Book #4), and
KILLED WITH A KISS (Book #5) are also now available!
The Ancient Mysteries And Modern Masonry Charles Vail 2019-11-19 This interesting compilation of lectures was
delivered to a Unitarian and Masonic congregation by the well known Charles Vail; a political, social, and religious figure,
also a Mason, among other things.The topics vary from lecture to lecture; the brief history of Freemasonry, the symbols it
employs, their meaning, and the older, sometimes pre-Christian traditions intertwined with the same. With plenty of
remarks on the Knights Templar and other intriguing topics, Vails' work is one of the best of its kind.
Ancient Mysteries

Peter J. James 1999
The Ants Peter Tremayne 1979
A Seven Year Cycle Reading Plan C.S. Fairfax 2018-05-17 Read through time, enjoying the good, the better, and the best
books from each of the seven eras below: Year 1: Ancient History to 476 A.D. Year 2: The Middle Ages, 477 to 1485 A.D.
Year 3: The Age of Discovery, 1485-1763 A.D. Year 4: The Age of Revolution, 1764-1848 A.D. Year 5: The Age of
Empire, 1849-1914 A.D. Year 6: The American Century, 1915-1995 A.D. Year 7: The Information Age, 1996- Present Day
At the end of seven years, repeat! A Seven Year Cycle Reading Plan is a booklist compiled of hundreds of books from
each era in history organized into categories of interest. This volume also includes copious room for you to add your own
favorite titles!
Absolute Proof Peter James 2018-10-04 'Sensational – the best what-if thriller since The Da Vinci Code' - Lee Child,
author of Killing Floor. From the number one bestselling author, Peter James, comes an explosive standalone thriller for
fans of Dan Brown that will grip you and won't let go until the very last page. Investigative reporter Ross Hunter nearly
didn’t answer the phone call that would change his life – and possibly the world – for ever. ‘I know this is going to sound
strange, but I’ve recently been given absolute proof of God’s existence – and I’ve been advised there is a writer, a
respected journalist called Ross Hunter, who could help me to get taken seriously.’ What would it take to prove the
existence of God? And what would be the consequences? This question and its answer lie at the heart of Absolute Proof.
The false faith of a billionaire evangelist, the life’s work of a famous atheist, and the credibility of each of the world’s major
religions are all under threat. If Ross Hunter can survive long enough to present the evidence . . .
The Subtle Serpent Peter Tremayne 1998-05-15 In seventh century Ireland, Sister Fidelma is sent to a remote abbey to
investigate a murder in which the victim was found clutching both a cross and a pagan death symbol
The Mass and its Mysteries Compared to the Ancient Mysteries Jean-Marie Ragon 2014-08-11 This book demonstrates
conclusively the identity of the solar and lunar rites of the Greeks, Romans and other peoples, ancient and modern, to the
rites of Freemasonry and Christianity. '...a complete demonstration of the incorporation of the Solar and Phallic Mysteries
in Christianity.' Aleister Crowley
The Dove of Death (Sister Fidelma Mysteries Book 20) Peter Tremayne 2009-10-29 Super sleuth Sister Fidelma returns
in the twentieth historical mystery by Peter Tremayne, acclaimed author of THE COUNCIL OF THE CURSED, DANCING
WITH DEMONS and many more. PRAISE FOR THE SISTER FIDELMA SERIES: 'Tremayne's super-sleuth is a vibrant
creation' Morgan Llywelyn, 'A brilliant and beguiling heroine. Immensely appealing' Publishers Weekly AD 670. An Irish
merchant ship is attacked by a pirate vessel off the coast of the Breton peninsular. Murchad, the captain, and a prince
from the kingdom of Muman, are killed in cold blood after they have surrendered. Among the other passengers who
manage to escape the slaughter are Sister Fidelma of Cashel and her faithful companion, Brother Eadulf. The prince was
Fidelma's cousin and she is determined to bring the killers to justice... What readers are saying about THE DOVE OF
DEATH: 'Sister Fidelma makes ancient Ireland come alive' 'Yet another sure-fire winner in this long-running Irish series'
'Once again Peter Tremayne weaves a brilliant murder mystery in another story from ancient Ireland that keeps you spell
bound until the very end'
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